Introduction
This Open-File report contains illustrative materials, in the form of PowerPoint slides, used for an oral presentation given at the Fourth U.S. Geological Survey Workshop on Reserve Growth of petroleum resources held on March 10-11, 2008 . The presentation focused on engineering and economic aspects of the Circum-Arctic Oil and Gas Resource Appraisal (CARA) project, with a special emphasis on the costs related to the development of hypothetical oil and gas fields of different sizes and reservoir characteristics in the North Danmarkshavn Basin off the northeast coast of Greenland.
The individual PowerPoint slides highlight the topics being addressed in an abbreviated format; they are discussed below, and are amplified with additional text as appropriate. Also included in this report are the summary results of a typical "run" to generate the necessary capital and operating costs for the development of an offshore oil field off the northeast coast of Greenland; the data are displayed in MS Excel format generated using Questor software (IHS Energy, Inc.).
U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) acknowledges that this report includes data supplied by IHS Energy, Inc.; Copyright (2008) all rights reserved. IHS Energy has granted USGS the permission to publish this report.
Content of Slides
Slide 1. -Overall objective of CARA project and the general approach to estimating resource development costs are presented.
Slide 2. -Additional engineering and economic considerations relative to estimating resource development costs are listed. Application of Questor (IHS Energy, Inc.), as an integral part of the resource development study is introduced. Questor generates the following three main parameters that are used to develop resource cost (unit curves) -production profile, capital expenditure (CAPEX), and operating expenditure (OPEX).
Slide 3. -It is pointed out that Questor is directly linked to a large IHS database, which is the source for all the geologic, reservoir, production, and cost data. It also emphasizes that, due to lack of cost data for the Arctic region, some of the costs in Questor's output need to be adjusted to adequately address the unique operating conditions and ice management concerns that impact resource development in the Arctic region. Following are few examples of cost adjustments, made in consultation with the technical group of IHS Energy, Inc.:
1. Drilling rig: (a) consider the option and added expense of using a 'fourth generation' drilling rig, (b) change the floating bare rig unit cost by 10 percent, (c) change the transportation cost by 10 percent, (d) increase the number of drilling days by 15 percent to allow for the extra expense of site preparation, (e) add logging days equal to the number of wells expected to be drilled, and (f) make the cost of Design and Project Management approximately equal to 10 percent of the total drilling cost.
2. Topsides (oil processing facility on top of floating vessel): increase the material cost by 25 percent.
3. Booster pumps: (a) install a pump capable of sustaining a flow of oil for approximately every 200 km or more as defined by the onshore oil booster pump scheme, (b) add the cost of cable at the rate of $100/m, (c) calculate the number of days for cable installation by dividing the length of the pipe in km by 4, and introduce the cable installation cost (possibly $200,000/day), and (d) make the Design and Project Management Cost equal to 10 percent of the total cost.
4. Ice management: use the 'special item' in the Field/Project cost under the 'Offshore' tab of the Total Operating Cost Summary for adding possibly as much as $500,000,000 per year. Slide 4. -The main types of data needed for input to Questor are listed. Some of the data are readily available, such as reserve volume, reservoir depth, water depth, and distance to shore. Other parameters are calculated from engineering correlations, such as peak field production, gas-oil ratio equation, pressure gradient, and well productivity. In addition, Questor prompts the user to choose a procurement strategy whereby appropriate regions are selected for front-end engineering design (FEED); engineering, procurement, and construction (EPC); and associated cost data.
Slide 5. -A schematic diagram of essential facilities for the drilling, production processing, and transport of crude oil, specific to an offshore field is presented. Questor helps design field development that includes drilling rigs/equipment items; subsea well completion, oil production, and processing facilities (both offshore and offshore); pipelines to transfer the oil from offshore to an export terminal; and booster pumps. With respect to fields off the northeast coast of Greenland, oil processing and transport to market would include the following stages: (a) oil processing offshore with partial stabilization of oil, (b) oil transportation via pipelines to the onshore facility at Flade Budgt where oil is fully stabilized, (c) oil transportation via a subsea pipeline running along the coast to the oil Storage and Export Terminal located at Angmagssalik, and (d) oil tankers are used to transport oil from the Oil Storage and Export Terminal to the New York port for distribution.
Slide 6. -Use of Questor results to estimate resource development costs is described, and the five principal variables -recoverable hydrocarbon volume, well productivity, reservoir/drilling depth, water depth, and distance to shore -that affect the CAPEX and OPEX are listed. The need to apply these variables in a number of different "runs" is emphasized in order to develop statistical cost functions.
Slide 7. -The reports resulting from the use of Questor software are described, and a typical custom report is presented for one development scenario. The report includes, in tabular form, a Summary of all the input data, a Combined Investment and Production Profile, a Combined Cost (CAPEX) Summary and Total Operating Cost Summary.
The PowerPoint slides given below are followed by an Excel spreadsheet. This spreadsheet constitutes a custom report for one of the runs, giving the project summary and combined investment and production profiles, and investment and operating costs. 
Study Objective
The objective of the CARA project is to assess the Arctic region for its hydrocarbon resource volume and its development cost by integrating geologic, engineering and economic (cost) data.
-Geology defines the hydrocarbon volume of a resource. -Engineering looks at the development strategy. -Economics (or unit cost curves) defines the value of a resource development. Use results from the runs to develop statistical cost functions.
Results from Questor
Questor allows printing of either detailed or custom reports.
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